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Already completed Michel Thomas Total Russian? Take your Russian to the next level with this

acclaimed follow-on to the Michel Thomas Method Total Course. No books. No writing. No

memorizing. Use the unique method perfected over fifty years by the celebrated psychologist and

linguist Michel Thomas. Stress-free audio learning Michel Thomas teaches you through your own

language, so there's no stress, and no anxiety. He builds it up, step by step, and you don't move on

until you've absorbed and understood the previous point. And, as Michel Thomas said, "What you

understand, you know; and what you know, you don't forget." With parallels to the way you learned

your own language, each language is learned in "real-time" conditions. There is no need to stop for

homework, additional exercises or vocabulary memorization. The "virtual" classroom situation on

the recording lets you learn with others. You enjoy their success, and you learn from their mistakes.

The students on the recordings are not reading from scripts and they have received no additional

instruction or preparation - just the guidance you hear on the recording. You, as the learner, become

the third student and participate actively in the class. This method works with your brain, helping you

to build up your Russian in manageable, enjoyable steps by thinking out the answers for yourself.

Don't be tied to chunky books or your computer, Michel Thomas Method audio courses let you learn

whenever you want: at home, in your car, or on the move with your MP3 player.Perfect Russian with

the Michel Thomas Method includes up to 6 hours of audio on CD.
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.com: Which Michel Thomas Method Course is Right for You?     Start Total Perfect Masterclass      

   Description Learn 50 essential words and how to put them together with this amazing value, one

hour introduction to the acclaimed Method. The classic Michel Thomas Method course, perfected

over 25 years. Go from total beginner to speaking confidently in a matter of hours. Become a fluent

speaker and understand in any situation with this follow-on course. Gain a natural grasp of the

language and entire verb system. One for true language lovers, a unique series of one-to-one

lectures on the Michel Thomas Method given by the master himself.   Who it's for: Those who want

a quick trial of the Method People beginning to learn a language with the Method People who have

completed the Total course People who have completed the Total and Perfect courses   What's in

the course:   1 hour of audio on CD--learn at home, in the car or on the move with your mp3 player   

 Up to 12 hours of audio on CD Visual review course and interactive exercises for PC or Mac* Over

2 hours of vocab help*     Up to 9 hours of audio on CD Visual review course and interactive

exercises for PC or Mac* Over 3 hours of vocab help*     2 hours of audio on CD--learn at home, in

the car or on the move with your mp3 player     Available in: French, Spanish, Italian, German,

Dutch, Greek, Portuguese, Japanese, Polish, Russian, Arabic, Mandarin Chinese French, Spanish,

Italian, German, Dutch, Greek, Portuguese, Japanese, Polish, Russian, Arabic, Mandarin Chinese

French, Spanish, Italian, German, Dutch, Greek, Portuguese, Japanese, Polish, Russian, Arabic,

Mandarin Chinese French, Spanish, Italian, German   *Not available for all languages.  See

additional Michel Thomas Method courses.

"A unique and perfectly brilliant way of learning languages" -- Stephen Fry "Five minutes into the

first CD and you already feel like you're winning" -- Time Out "The most extraordinary learning

experience of my life" -- Emma Thompson "I never thought I could learn Spanish, but using the

Michel Thomas Method has made me realize there is hope..." -- Bruce Parry "The nearest thing to

painless learning" -- The Times "For the first time, trying to speak Italian was fun, not frustrating" --

TES "Works like a dream" -- The Daily Telegraph "Michel Thomas is a precious find indeed" -- The

Guardian "Thomas makes it simple" -- Sunday Times "A genuinely new way of learning a language"

-- The Daily Mail

I love that the lessons are with actual students. Learning from other's mistakes. The instructor

explains why it is incorrect, gives other examples and makes me think more about the word or

phrase. It is great to use when I am not able to look and follow along in a book.



I ordered this product, even though it overlaps with the Vocabulary Builder because I liked the

Vocabulary Builder and I wanted more instruction using this method. I found that I enjoyed listening

with my portable CD player more than trying to listen when driving the car!

I did the Two Michel Thomas Russian courses (Total and Perfect) after completing both Rosetta

Stone and Pimsleur. Definitely an outstanding course and well worth it. I would say the primary

strength of this course versus the other two is it clearly explains much of the Russian grammer.

There were many things I was unclear about from the other courses that this course spelled out

clearly which did a great job of reinforcing the ideas.

This one is promoted as a more advanced course but it actually covers a lot of basic material. I like

the general format of this series: being asked how you would say something is quite useful to

practice grammar. However, this box set is difficult to listen to because the two other students in the

recording speak slowly, halting, and with poor accents. So you end up getting exposed to a lot of

material that's actually not in an accent that you want to emulate. They don't improve through the

course either. I think in a higher level course the students should sound better at least.I find other

series with native speakers in conversation to provide better guidance on pronunciation and

speaking style.
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